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Saleel Nurbhai and K. M. Newton (eds.), George Eliot, Judaism and the Novels 
(Pal grave, 2002). pp. vi + 219. ISBN 0 333 96381 4. 
Saleel Nurbhai and K. M. Newton break new ground with this consideration of George Eliot's 
exploitation of Jewish mysticism and mythology in fiction written before the novel that obvi-
ously promotes that tradition, Daniel Deronda. In their introductory chapter, Nurbhai and 
Newton posit the radical theory that the figure of the 'golem', or unformed mass, which is cen-
tral to Jewish mythology is also a significant presence in all of Eliot's work, beginning with 
Adam Bede. But they venture even further than this large hypothesis concerning Eliot's work, 
suggesting that much of the 'golemish' character of her novels is based on her knowledge of 
Goethe's Faust, Carlyle's Sartor Resartus and Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, each of which, 
they argue in turn, is profoundly influenced by the Jewish myth of the golem. The figure of 
the golem thus is seen as central to Romantic and nineteenth-century European humanist lit-
erature, as well as to Eliot's work. 
Noting that Daniel Deronda has often been read as having failed to achieve the realism of 
Middlemarch or The Mill on the Floss, Nurbhai and Newton propose instead that we might 
gain by reading the earlier novels as preliminary movements toward what is much more defin-
itively presented in Daniel Deronda. This is an enterprising and, I think, entirely valid rever-
sal of the critical tradition that reads Daniel Deronda as a falling-off from the earlier works, a 
novel that can be divided into two symmetrical and oppositional 'halves', the one represent-
ing the English half as corrupt and dying and the other the Jewish half as inspired, vigorous 
and prophetic. Nurbhai and Newton argue that Eliot aspires 'to alter the boundaries of real-
ism', and that 'the mystical and mythological embodiment of these human truths could be 
exploited artistically and enable the realist novel to take on layers of meaning in the manner 
of major works of the past, such as in epic, poetry or tragic drama' (24). 
Indeed, one has only to look to the works of Eliot's slightly older contemporary, Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning, to see the same kind of experimentation with pushing the limits of 'realism' 
and 'epic' . Aurora Leigh, Barrett Browning's 'novel-in-verse', attempts to combine social and 
psychological realism with epic form, infused with classical and Christian mythology. Eliot's 
interesting difference here, however, is that she appears to have come to prefer the much lesser-
known mythology of that despised race in England, the Jews. How did she come by this 
preference? 
Nurbhai and Newton suggest that her appreciation of the Jewish mystical tradition probably 
began in the 1850s, when she began translating Spinoza's Ethics and when she and George 
Henry Lewes also made an eight-month stay in Germany (1854-55). Her visit to Germany with 
Lewes ' introduced her to a German-Jewish intellectual circle' , where she met Karl 
Varnhargen, who had known the poet Heine (34). Her admiration for Heine's poetry may have 
been the initial stimulus for her 'philo-Semitism' (33). But even as a girl, Eliot manifested an 
unusual interest in Jewish history, reading Josephus' History of the Jews with avidity (Haight, 
22). Nurbhai and Newton note that Eliot was also interested in re-assessing 'those attitudes 
towards Jewish assimilation that were current in Victorian millenarianism' (32). This interest 
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also doubtless stemmed from girlhood, when she herself had been fascinated by the school of 
apocalyptic interpretation that saw the Book of Revelation as 'the poetry of history ', and read 
in it predictions of the time when the Jews would all be converted and return en masse to the 
Holy Land, praising Christ as their Saviour (see Carpenter). 
Nurbhai and Newton trace Eliot's indebtedness to kabbalistic philosophy in terms of several 
major themes: the polarization of good and evil, the idea of progression from formlessness to 
form, the relationship between creature and creator, the preoccupation with finding an ideal, 
the nightmarish possibility of the creation of mechanical golems, the central importance of 
endowing a 'golem' or embryonic form with soul or essence, the equation of homelessness 
with godlessness and also with speechlessness or absence of language, and the ongoing anti-
cipation of the Messiah, or messianic potential. In each chapter they provide a fascinating but 
too brief summary of kabbalistic theory referring to the theme, and then invoke suggestive 
aspects of several of the novels that appear to refer to the particular aspect of kabbalistic the-
. ory under consideration. Their analysis is tantalizingly provocative - the reader is constantly 
persuaded that Eliot must have been alluding to kabbalistic theory in this instance and that, yet 
is rarely given sufficient evidence to be convinced that an entire novel, other than Daniel 
Deronda, is thematically integrated by its grounding in Jewish mysticism. Similarly, one longs 
for an explanation of kabbalistic theory in greater depth. Although Nurbhai and Newton are 
meticulous in documenting their sources, many of their references are to encyclopaedias and 
other conglomerate sources of the golem myth. The scattered references to the work of indi-
vidual Jewish scholars often turn out to be citations from William Baker's foundational work, 
George Eliot and ludaism. 
Nurbhai and Newton's work provides a needed counterpart to current scholarship on Eliot's 
representation of Jews in Victorian England, much of it critical of the earlier assumption of her 
pro-Judaic stance in her 'Jewish novel' , Daniel Deronda. Reina Lewis, for example, in her 
detailed analysis both of Eliot's Jewish sources for this novel and of Victorian Jewish recep-
tion of it, asks why Mordecai's kabbalistic vision 'conveniently relocates nineteenth-century 
Jews in a spiritually glowing medieval past, thereby bypassing any of the difficulties associat-
ed with contemporary Jews with all their flaws' (Gendering Orientalism 210). She points out 
that Eliot's 'emphasis on the spiritual Sephardi period of the Spanish-Arabic Renaissance 
ignores one of the main developments in nineteenth-century German Judaism - the Jewish 
Reform Movements' (208). Why, Lewis asks, 'does Daniel Deronda support a form of Jewish 
identification that is Sephardi, that is based on the highly esoteric traditions of the Kabbalah 
and that propounds a Jewish nationalism in both rational and spiritual terms, when we know 
that George Eliot also read Spinoza and the writers of German Reformism?' (210). 
Nurbhai and Newton, although they do not cite Lewis's work, suggest that Eliot's representa-
tion of English Judaism in her last published novel as invested with 'a spiritually glowing 
medieval past' may have sprung from a long term desire in the novelist for a mystical tradi-
tion that did not carry the militaristic nationalism, racism and gender hierarchy she knew to be 
identified with the Christian tradition of apocalyptic vision. In describing her philosophical 
trajectory, Nurbhai and Newton comment that 'Eliot came to prefer the metaphysics of mysti-
cal Christianity to the evangelicalism to which she adhered in her early life; and one of her 
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criticisms of Dr Cumming was that "There is not the slightest leaning towards mysticism in 
his Christianity'" (187). But in both The Mill on the Floss and Romola, they conclude, it is 
clear that 'mysticism can be embraced in an improper spirit' (187). Their study suggests, how-
ever, that it was not only that she feared mysticism could be embraced in an improper spirit, 
but that Christian mysticism might be a less desirable mystical tradition - that for the writer, 
George Eliot, Jewish mysticism might have seemed to offer a refuge from, and a substitute for, 
the Christian mystical tradition that betrayed Maggie Tulliver. 
Nurbhai and Newton's study opens many doors, arguing for the possibility of a complex vein 
of kabbalistic thought informing Eliot's novels from the beginning of her work. Their conclu-
sion, that Eliot's 'view of the relation between the individual and society is ultimately golem-
ish', is inviting but remains in a somewhat amorphous, golemish state itself. This brief study 
(less than 200 pages) will ideally become a springboard for more detailed work on Eliot's 
engagement with kabbalistic thought long before Daniel Deronda was even a golem. 
Mary Wilson Carpenter 
Queen's University 
Canada 
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